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Wishes Oct 09 2020 Beloved New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux captures love’s magic
in this heartwarming novel about desires that are unexpectedly fulfilled. Jace Montgomery was a
stranger in Chandler, Colorado. Tall, proud, and rugged, he would make any woman’s heart beat
faster—even shy, sweet Nellie Grayson’s. Nellie, who has always been pleasantly plump, worked
tirelessly to help her beautiful younger sister, Terel, to become the belle of the town. But it is Nellie
who catches Jace’s eye. For the first time, she is the center of a man’s attention. And with their first
kiss, Nellie finds herself falling helplessly, unexpectedly in love. But with her newfound joy comes the
certainty that Jace will, sooner or later, be won over by Terel’s charms. With the help of an enchanting
new friend, Nellie discovers that her flirtatious sister might not be the woman for handsome Jace
Montgomery after all…
Sweet Liar Apr 14 2021 Beloved bestselling author Jude Deveraux follows a savvy young woman into
the intriguing heart of a past mystery—and into the arms of a once-in-a-lifetime love. It was her
father's dying wish that Samantha Elliot search for her grandmother, who'd disappeared from
Louisville when she was a baby. So here she was in New York City...her parents dead, her divorce
final, and she was all alone.... Michael Taggert was Samantha’s landlord—and she was charmed by
this handsome, life-loving man. Yet every time Mike tried to get closer to Samantha, he ran into a
brick wall. Now, as he helps her unravel her grandmother’s past—and the dangerous truth about a
fateful spring night in 1928 and a seductive jazz singer—Mike slowly reawakens the joy and affection
Samantha had buried long ago…
The Raider Jun 04 2020 Jude Deveraux continues her beloved Montgomery saga in America with this
dramatic, passion-filled tale of rebellion and love—a breathtaking adventure to be savored all over
again—or discovered for the first time! In colonial New England, the British are hunting a fearless,
masked patriot whose daring foils them at every turn. He's known simply as the Raider. Jessica
Taggert, a proud-tempered beauty, thrills to the Raider's scorching midnight embrace, but despises
Alexander Montgomery, the drunken town buffoon. In truth, the cleverly disguised Montgomery lives
two lives...and only his triumph over the hated Redcoats will free him, at last, to know the full pleasure
of Jessica's love.
Someone to Love May 28 2022 The New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux brings a
“wonderful addition” (Booklist) to her Montgomery/Taggert Family series with this supernatural
romance in which, with the help of a feisty ghost, a man uncovers the secrets that led to the tragic
death of his fiancée. After three years, Jace Montgomery is still grieving over his fiancée Stacy’s
mysterious suicide. He hasn’t been interested in another woman since her passing, and her family still
blames him for her death. While flipping through one of her old paperbacks, Jace discovers a photo of

a house stuck between the pages, bearing the cryptic message: “Ours again. Together forever. See you
there.” The note was dated the day before her death. Obsessed by the possibility of understanding her
suicide, Jace seeks out the property—Priory House, a big brick fortress in Margate, England—and
buys it. It doesn’t take long to learn that the house is haunted by a headstrong and feisty ghost, Ann
Stuart, whom he must tangle with if he’s ever to solve the mystery. Ann died under circumstances
similar to those of his late fiancée, and he has a hunch that there is a connection between the two.
Through his own investigations and with the help of a beautiful foreign correspondent, Jace is forced
to reconcile his fiancée’s life and her death. What follows is a satisfying and seductive discovery of
both time and love by one of America’s favorite storytellers.
Remembrance Jun 16 2021 Bestselling romance writer Hayden Lane has never been so obsessed with
one of her fictional heroes before so entranced that she barely notices when her fiancé breaks their
engagement. Desperate to discover more about him,she visits a psychic who tells har that in a past life,
Hayden was Lady de Grey, a promiscuous woman of Edwardian England whose ghost is said to haunt
her husband's home. Warned not to investigate further, Hayden is more intrigued than ever and can't
resist being subject to a hypnotist's magic. But the trick goes wrong, and instead of merely
remembering her past as Lady de Grey, Hayden is livingit right down to her too-tight corset. Now,
Hayden will discover quite a different story about a woman history considered a trollop, a spectacular,
brooding man, and the rapturous love that would be hers if she dared open her heart to the most
mysterious adventure of all....
Secrets Aug 19 2021 Having harbored an unrequited love for a man she met in childhood, Cassandra
impulsively breaks an engagement to become the now-widowed man's nanny, but realizes that her
chance for winning his heart is threatened by dark secrets.
Lavender Morning Sep 19 2021 Jocelyn Minton is a woman torn between two worlds. Her mother
grew up in a world of private schools and afternoon tea, but she married the local handyman. After her
mother died when Joce was only five, her father remarried into his own class, and Joce was an outsider
-- until she met Edilean Harcourt, sixty years her senior, but a kindred soul. When Miss Edi dies, she
leaves Jocelyn all her worldly possessions, which include clues to a mystery that began in 1941, set in
a small town in Virginia that Joce has never heard of. But, because of her benefactor's notorious past,
the townspeople know who Joce is, and they've plotted out her entire future, including who she is
meant to marry. But Jocelyn has her own ideas about men -- and secrets that no one wants revealed.
The Summerhouse Mar 14 2021 Jude Deveraux’s marvelous New York Times bestseller is a
touching and delightful exploration of the longings that live deep inside every woman’s heart,
featuring three friends who get a once-in-a-lifetime chance to find out what might have been... Have
you ever wanted to rewrite your past? Three best friends, all with the same birthday, are about to turn
forty. Celebrating at a summerhouse in Maine, Leslie Headrick, Madison Appleby, and Ellie Abbott
are taking stock of their lives and loves, their wishes and choices. But none of them expect the gift that
awaits them at the summerhouse: the chance for each of them to turn their “what-might-have-beens”
into reality... Leslie, a suburban wife and mother, follows the career of a boy who pursued her in
college wonders: what if she had chosen differently? Madison dropped a modeling career to help her
high school boyfriend recover from an accident, even though he’d jilted her. But what if she had said
“no” when her old boyfriend had called? Ellie became a famous novelist, but a bitter divorce wiped out
her earnings—and shattered her belief in herself. Why had the “justice” system failed her? And could
she prevent its happening the second time around? Now, a mysterious “Madame Zoya,” offers each of
them a chance to relive any three weeks from the past. Will the road not taken prove a better path?
Each woman will have to decide for herself as she follows the dream that got away...and each must
choose the life that will truly satisfy the heart's deepest longings.
The Scent of Jasmine Dec 11 2020 When fulfilling a favor for her godfather puts Catherine Edilean
Harcourt in danger, the southern bell must decide if trusting an alleged, yet attractive, convict will be
the best or worst decision she’s ever made. Charleston, 1799. A daughter of Southern gentility and a
gifted painter, Catherine Edilean Harcourt has no lack of suitors at home in Virginia, waiting to fulfill

her dream of marriage and family. But Cay’s adventurous spirit, fostered by growing up with her three
brothers, is piqued while visiting her godfather in South Carolina. Bedridden with a broken leg, he
asks Cay to fill in for him on an urgent task: on her way to a fancy dress ball, she must deliver a
packed horse to an old friend’s son—who also happens to be an escaped convict charged with
murdering his wife! Cay agrees to the plan, which doesn’t’ go at all as planned… whereupon she finds
herself fleeing Alexander McDowell’s captors, riding blind into the night with the fugitive Scotsman.
Through she should fear him, Cay finds herself overwhelmingly attracted to Alex, and drawn into his
tale of misguided justice and his innocence as they seek refuge in the steamy Florida everglades. Will
trusting him be the worst mistake of her life? Or will falling in love be the salvation both of them have
been looking for?
Highland Velvet Mar 02 2020
Counterfeit Lady Jul 26 2019 Return to the New York Times bestselling Jude Deveraux’s James River
series with this passionate, enchanting, and breathtaking romance classic! Nicole Courtalain—a
passionate French beauty—finds herself the victim of a case of mistaken identity when she is
kidnapped by mistake and swept across turbulent seas to eighteenth century Virginia. There, she
discovers the lush lands, rolling rivers, and astonishing plantations—and Clayton Armstrong, who
awaited his English bride. What does their future have in store for them now that fate has changed
their plans forever?
Stranger in the Moonlight May 16 2021 In this second novel of a new Edilean trilogy, jewelry maker
Kim Aldredge is unexpectedly reunited with a man from her past--one she has never been able to
forget. Original.
The Invitation Aug 26 2019 The New York Times bestselling author of Wishes weaves a moving and
charming novel of a daredevil woman who returns to Colorado for a new life…and a new love. Jackie
O’Neill is a daredevil pilot and a true American heroine—the type of woman so beautiful men stopped
in their tracks to watch her walk down the street. After years of nonstop excitement—traveling around
the globe in a chaotic rags-to-riches-to-rags whirl with her late husband, Charley—Jackie has returned
to Eternity, Colorado, near her hometown. She wants to put down roots, start a business, maybe
someday fall in love again. But she never dreamed that the man who might make all her wishes come
true is William Montgomery...little Billy, the lovesick boy who dogged her every step when she was a
teenager...little Billy, who was now definitely a man, handsome, sexy, rich, and still madly in love
with Jackie O’Neill.
First Impressions Jul 06 2020 In the aftermath of her beloved daughter's wedding, forty-five-year-old
single mother Eden Palmer endeavors to transition into solitary life in a North Carolina small town,
where she unexpectedly finds passion, intrigue, and betrayal.
Moonlight Masquerade Oct 01 2022 After being abruptly jilted, Sophie Kincaid flees to the place her
friend Kim Aldredge calls heaven on earth. But Sophie's first taste of Edilean is far from heavenly:
after her car breaks down on a country road, she is nearly run over by a speeding sports car. A small
act of revenge brings some satisfaction, and word quickly spreads that a gorgeous newcomer gave the
driver, the notoriously bitter Dr. Reede Aldredge, a dressing down! But it isn't the first time the fiery
artist has gone too far for payback; a secret possession she carries with her could shatter her exboyfriend's future. Reede Aldredge has secrets, too, including a desire to get closer to the beauty who
is turning his dark world upside-down. Under the night skies, their masquerade is magic-but will it turn
to stardust by the light of day?
The Temptress Nov 02 2022 From New York Times bestselling doyenne of romance, Jude
Deveraux’s sexy novel from her popular series featuring the Montgomery family is a wild tale of
romance on the run—when a kidnapper falls for his beautiful mark...who is the true captive? With a
daughter as strong-willed and independent as Christiana, her father is certain she won’t come home on
her own—so he decides to send two men to bring her back. So, with the blazing spirit of a true
Montgomery, heiress and newspaper reporter Christiana Montgomery Mathison bravely defies the two
men who abduct her. Forced into the primitive rain forests of the Washington Territory, she is swept

into a thrilling adventure. Amid schemes of greed and intrigue, the bold beauty resists the wooing of
one captor and cleverly entices the other, the mysterious and fatally handsome Tynan, a man who
desires her...but must refuse her love at all costs.
River Lady Jun 24 2019 Jude Deveraux portrays the power of a woman set on a bold course for true
love—and the glory of fulfilling a magnificent promise. Handsome plantation owner Wesley Stanford
would barely recall the poverty-stricken young girl named Leah Simmons who adored him from afar
years ago. Now, in an unexpected twist of fate—a chance encounter on the Virginia riverfront—he will
become Leah's reluctant husband. Determined to forge a new life in untamed Kentucky, Wesley
discovers that the bride he hopes to abandon is passionate, proud, and brave—and may be the woman
he cannot live without.
The Awakening Feb 10 2021 The New York Times bestselling author of Met Her Match weaves a
scintillating tale of passion and romance that could change one guarded woman’s life forever at the
turn of the century. Amanda Caulden led a sheltered life on her father’s California ranch until the day
Hank Montgomery stormed into town. A hot-blooded union organizer with a taste for ladies and fine
champagne, he sensed the fire that smoldered beneath her prim, virtuous beauty and he vowed to make
her his. Hank’s assault on her orderly life made Amanda furious—and all the more enticing. Slowly,
he drew her into a world of sensuous pleasure: sumptuous meals and moonlit dances, carefree laughter
and stolen kisses...gently stirring the sleeping embers of passion. But even as a fierce love rose
between them, violent rebellion threatened to destroy the Caulden ranch—and their lives.
Always Nov 29 2019 The unforgettable finale of the bestselling Forever trilogy follows psychic
heroine Darci Monroe on a quest to find the kidnapped father of an FBI agent. Darci has never given
up searching for her kidnapped husband. But her quest has taken her deeper into the world of psychic
phenomena than she ever dreamed—or dared to go. When the FBI enlists her help in locating the
missing father of undercover agent Jack Rose, Darci signs on for the covert operation, not knowing
that her attraction to handsome, sexy Jack is about to lead her into deadly territory—and into an era
long past. For Jack has a protector, a mysterious nineteenth-century lady who pulls them into a time
and place where Darci is stripped of her abilities. Can she find the key that links to the modern-day
crimes she’s set out to solve? And will a showdown with a wicked force from the past hold her
hostage...for all eternity?
Velvet Song Jan 12 2021 They were both outcasts by a harsh decree -- and on the brink of a shared
destiny of passion! With her father murdered, her home burned, lovely Alyx Blackelt fled to the woods
-- and sanctuary in the camp of Raine Montgomery, a nobleman outlawed by the king's edict. There
she hid her beauty in the guise of a boy, and her sorrow in her work as Montgomery's squire. But how
long could such loveliness as hers be hidden? How long could such a gallant man's desires be blind?
And how soon -- even as a blood feud raged between the Montgomerys and the Chatworths, as angry
swords clattered in the name of family honor -- one woman's love would make all the difference...one
woman's love would inflame a hero's passion, touch a king's pity, and raise a song of praise in every
English heart.
Holly Apr 02 2020 The New York Times bestselling author of the beloved Summerhouse and James
River series brings her signature “enchanting and exquisite” (BookPage) writing to this charming and
tender yuletide tale of love and passion. When Hollander Latham’s parents purchase Spring Hill—a
beautiful North Carolina plantation—she’s thrilled that she can finally return to the gorgeous estate
where she spent a memorable thirteenth summer. Now a successful architect, she fantasizes about
reuniting with Spring Hill’s neighbor, the wealthy heir Laurence Beaumont, whom she fell in love
with during that long-ago summer. But as Christmas fast approaches, her plans for a romantic
reconnection turn upside down with the arrival of Nick Taggert, a mysterious stranger who makes her
laugh and tempts her with a surprising passion. One man can seduce her with fortune and privilege; the
other can promise her the simple gift of love. And on a frost-covered Christmas night, Holly’s choice
will unmask astonishing truths and hidden dangers that will forever change her charmed life and her
vulnerable heart.

Twin of Fire May 04 2020 A steamy historical romance from the bestselling author of The
Summerhouse, Temptation, and Sweet Liar. Jude Deveraux entwines the frontier adventures of two
unforgettable sisters—demure beauty Houston Chandler and her independent, hot-tempered twin
Blair—who discover heartfelt passions as powerfully and compelling as ice and fire... While dreaming
of practicing medicine, Blair falls in love with her placid sister's fianceé, himself a doctor. Blair's
impetuous spirit has won her a medical degree in a man's world—and captured Lee Westfield's heart.
But even as the couple's ardor grows, there are nights when Lee disappears only to return exhausted,
haunted. His silence imperils their love—but the truth would imperil her life.
Forever... Jul 18 2021 From A Knight in Shining Armor to The Mulberry Tree, Jude Deveraux’s
bestsellers sparkle with stunning originality, heartfelt wit, and adventurous passion. Now, this superb
storyteller mixes the flavor of a classic fairy tale with a very modern love story—set in a town locked
in the shadows of an abiding evil. Darci Monroe overcame a childhood of neglect with an ebullient
spirit, a positive attitude…and extraordinary determination. Now the resourceful young woman, hired
as Adam Montgomery's personal assistant, devotes more than just professional attention to this
devastatingly handsome millionaire. But one thing bars Adam from accepting Darci's love: he is intent
on discovering the secret of his parents' disappearance, for she possesses the otherworldly abilities
needed to help him fight a terrifying mistress of the dark arts. What Darci ends up offering is a gift
greater than Adam ever hoped for, for Darci loves with all her heart, and all her soul, forever…
Heartwishes Apr 26 2022 From New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux, a suspensful
romance about a woman who uncovers a powerful treasure—and to protect it, she’ll need the help of
the man she can’t have…but can’t help falling for. What if your most closely guarded wishes suddenly
began to come true? Graduate student Gemma Ranford wants the job cataloging the documents of one
of Edilean’s oldest families so much that she is ready to do battle to get it. Desperate to finish her
dissertation, she’s sure that investigating the Frazier family history will yield new information to
invigorate her research. But she is surprised to find among the papers references to the legend of the
Heartwishes Stone, a magical talisman said to grant wishes to anyone named Frazier. And as she
spends more time with the family in their small Virginia town, she realizes that the most secret wishes
of each of the Fraziers are coming true—and that she’s falling hopelessly in love with Colin, the
Fraziers’ eldest son. But now that the Stone’s powers have been awakened, so have the designs of an
international thief. Gemma and Colin must find the Stone before it can be used against the family but
not before each of their deepest desires is fulfilled. . . .
Holly Jan 30 2020 To attract the attention of a certain wealthy man, Holly enlists the assistance of a
stablehand to aid her in her quest, only to find herself falling for the "wrong" man, in a holiday
romance by the author of Wild Orchids. Reprint. 200,000 first printing.
Eternity Nov 09 2020 From the moment Carrie Montgomery saw a photograph of Joshua Greene, with
his handsome, sorrowful smile, she knew she was meant to be his wife. Never mind that Joshua was
seeking a hardworking and practical mail order bride to care for his farmand his children.
Change of Heart Jan 24 2022 Best friends Elijah J. Harcourt and Chelsea Hamilton, who were
separated when they were teenagers, are reunited in Edilean, Virginia, where they overcome the
distance that has grown between them by investigating a tragic story together.
Someone to Love Oct 28 2019 Still grieving three years after his fiancée's mysterious suicide, Jace
Montgomery discovers a clue about her death that leads him to purchase an English fortress, where he
encounters a headstrong ghost who died under similar circumstances. By the author of First
Impressions. 300,000 first printing.
Days of Gold Mar 26 2022 After a failed attempt to reclaim Edilean Talbot's family gold, Angus
McTern is accused of kidnapping and theft and must flee 1766 Scotland with Edilean and find refuge
in the growing American colonies, in a book by the best-selling author of Lavender Morning.
The Princess Jul 30 2022 Bestselling author Jude Deveraux surrounds a regal heroine with the
intrigue and excitement of a forbidden love in this lush, romantic tale of adventure and passion. Her
name is Aria...a beautiful, arrogant princess from a small European kingdom. Stranded in a storm of

intrigue near the Florida Keys, she is swept ashore and into the arms of dashing J.T. Montgomery, an
officer of the United States Navy. Disdainful at first, Aria is secretly tantalized by the handsome
Lieutenant’s brash independence...and beneath her proud reserve, J.T. discovers a woman of sensuous
fire. To escape her enemies, they return to her royal domain—with Aria posing as an American bride.
But if their daring charade succeeds, Aria will have to choose—between the kingdom she was born to
rule, and the man she was destined to love…
Someone to Love Feb 22 2022 Still grieving three years after his fiancée's mysterious suicide, Jace
Montgomery discovers a clue about her death that leads him to purchase an English fortress, where he
encounters a headstrong ghost who died under similar circumstances. By the author of First
Impressions. Reprint.
For All Time Aug 07 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jude Deveraux returns to the
magnificent, sunny island in For All Time, the second novel in her Nantucket Brides trilogy—this time
featuring the next generation of her beloved family of Montgomery-Taggerts. The wedding of Alix
Madsen and Jared Montgomery is a glorious affair at an elegant little chapel in the woods, followed by
dinner and dancing, all while moonlight blankets the festivities in a romantic glow. While most guests
are fixed on the happy couple, Jared’s cousin Graydon can’t look away from a bridesmaid, Toby
Wyndam. It’s not just her quiet beauty that enthralls him or the way she makes him laugh. Toby
possesses the truly remarkable ability of being able to distinguish Graydon from his identical twin
brother, Rory. According to family legend, such a gift marks her as Graydon’s True Love. But
Graydon knows there is no possible way that they can ever be together, for he is heir to the Lanconian
throne and is to marry a noble woman who has been chosen for him. Yet, intrigued by Toby, he asks
her to help him hide on Nantucket for a week away from regal responsibilities. In exchange, he’ll
assist her with planning acclaimed novelist Victoria Madsen’s lavish wedding. Since they both know
their union is impossible, the pair promises that they will never be more than just friends. But there’s
more going on between Graydon and Toby than her unique power to tell him apart from his twin. At
work are forces beyond their control, which are ruled by time itself. Combine that with the magical
island of Nantucket, and a seductive spell is cast over Graydon and Toby. If they are to be together,
they must change what once was, as well as what will be. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from Jude Deveraux's Ever After. Praise for Jude Deveraux and For All Time “Jude Deveraux is an
amazing author, and her Nantucket Brides series will sweep you away.” —Susan Mallery “Jude
Deveraux takes us to a place where dreams are made. . . . For All Time is a page-turning time-travel
romance that captures your imagination from the start and keeps hold till the very last page.”—Fresh
Fiction “A beautifully written story with a refreshing old-romance feel . . . Fans of Deveraux will be
delighted, while new readers will fall in love with her signature writing style.”—RT Book Reviews “A
charming tale.”—Library Journal “Engrossing . . . [a] romance that transcends time.”—Kirkus
Reviews
Twin of Ice Nov 21 2021 Engaged to marry Dr. Leander Westfield, the lovely, proper Houston
Chandler is captivated by mysterious millionaire Kane Taggert, in the first of two novels chronicling
the romances of twins Blair and Houston Chandler in 1890s' Colorado
Library Journal Sep 27 2019
Carolina Isle Sep 07 2020 When two cousins switch identities, anything can happen.
Scarlet Nights Oct 21 2021 What if you learned that your fiancé was not who he claimed to be?
Engaged to charming, seductive Greg Anders, Sara Shaw is happily anticipating her wedding in
Edilean, Virginia. The date has been set, the flowers ordered; even her heirloom dress is ready. But
just three weeks before the wedding, Greg gets a call during the night and leaves without explanation.
Two days later a strange man turns up at her apartment . . . Mike Newland is an undercover detective.
His assignment is to use Sara to track down a woman who is one of the most notorious criminals in the
country, and who also happens to be the mother of the man Sara plans to marry. Mike thinks the job
will be easy - if he can figure out how to make Sara trust him. But Mike has no idea what this mission
has in store for him. He has connections to Edilean dating back to his grandmother's time there in

1941, but he's worked hard to keep them private. As Mike and Sara get to know each other, he can't
help but share secrets that he's told no one else. And in return, Sara opens up to Mike about things she
could never reveal to Greg. As they work together to solve two mysteries, will Mike and Sara's
growing love for each other be enough to heal the wounds of the past?
A Knight in Shining Armor Dec 23 2021 Abandoned by her lover after a quarrel, Dougless
Montgomery is stranded in rural England, but with the sudden appearance of Nicholas Stafford, Earl of
Thornwyck--who died centuries ago--a passionate affair begins.
Jude Deveraux Collectors' Edition Box Set Aug 31 2022 Rediscover all of the magic and romance
of Edilean in this special collector's edition box set of Jude Deveraux's New York Times bestsellers:
Lavender Morning, Days of Gold, and Scarlet Nights—plus a sneak peek at her latest, Heartwishes. In
Lavender Morning, Jocelyn Minton is a woman torn between two worlds. Her mother grew up
wealthy, but she married the local handyman. After her mother died, her father remarried and Joce
became an outsider—until she met Edilean Harcourt. When Miss Edi passes away, she leaves Jocelyn
all her worldly possessions and clues to a mystery that began in 1941, set in a small town in Virginia.
But the townspeople have plotted out Joce’s entire future, including whom she is meant to marry. In
Days of Gold, Angus McTern is respected by the men of his clan and adored by the women. He takes
his duties as laird seriously and has everything he wants in life—until Edilean Talbot shows up.
Edilean needs Angus’s help to reclaim the gold she inherited from her father. The treasure is bound for
America, but when Angus tries to seize it, he’s accused of kidnapping and theft and has to escape with
Edilean to the new country. There they discover almost insurmountable obstacles, and a love as wild
and free as the land itself. In Scarlet Nights, Sara Shaw is happily anticipating her wedding in Edilean,
Virginia. The date has been set, the flowers ordered, even her heirloom dress is ready. But just three
weeks before the wedding, her fiancé Greg gets a telephone call during the night and leaves without
explanation. Two days later, a man climbs up through a trapdoor in the floor of Sara’s apartment. He’s
an undercover detective, and his assignment is to use Sara to track down a woman who is one of the
most notorious criminals in the United States—and also happens to be the mother of the man Sara
plans to marry.
Stranger in the Moonlight Jun 28 2022 In the second novel in her bestselling Edilean trilogy, Jude
Deveraux returns to the idyllic Virginia town where three best girlfriends joyfully reunite as they each
seek out their heartfelt dreams and desires. Kim Aldredge is delighted that her dear college "sister"
Jecca has found lasting love with Kim's cousin Tristan. But despite her flourishing jewelry-making
career, Kim's own happiness seems as distant as the childhood summer when she played the hours
away with young Travis Merritt, who came to Edilean with his mother under mysterious
circumstances. At the end of that innocent season, he promised Kim he would return one day . . . and
then vanished without even a goodbye. Years later, a worn photo is Kim's only proof of the perfect joy
they shared. But when she least expects it, Travis, now a savvy Manhattan attorney, will crash into her
life once more. Will Kim see the boy she knew under the man he's become?
The Black Lyon Dec 31 2019 A Classic Love Story of a Fearless Lordand the Woman Who Tamed
Him Darkly handsome and rich beyond imagining, the boldEnglish conqueror was called “the Black
Lyon” for hislionlike ferocity. He had no match among enemies,or women . . . until he met Lyonene,
the green-eyedbeauty whose fiery spirit equaled his own. Through a whirlwind romance andstormy
marriage, she endured every perilto be by his side, until vicious lies andjealousy drove her into danger.
Now only the fierce Black Lyon cansave her—for he alone has thecourage to destroy the ruthlessplot
threatening to shatterthe bond of love theLyon and his ladyvowed would neverbe broken . . .
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